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How we teach is as important as what we teach,
We strongly believe that if we teach today's
students as we taught yesterday's we deny them
a brighter future.
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At KRMM School, a confluence of cutting
edge technology and highly competent
teachers help in transforming students lives for
the better.
Principal
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Akshrabyasam
A tradition of initiating our little ones in to the world of alphabets and
numbers was observed on 13th June 2018 with Meena Aunty's
blessings…….

Cookery Contest
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Our annual cookery contest was conducted on 30th June 2018
with the celebrity chef Ms Mallika Badrinath as our chief guest. The
topic of this year's contest was a full course meal using “Nava
dhaniyam” Emerald house teachers won the contest.

School Assembly
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Morning assemblies are
considered important in our school
as it makes our students start the
day with positive vibrations. Our
assemblies have morning prayers,
news of the day, announcements
for the week and motivational
thoughts.

The interact club held its annual installation on 29 August 2018,
where the baton of responsibility was handed over to new leaders taking
charge.
With a common goal to serve, interact gives students a chance to
make a real difference, one that helps their school or community.

Our Kindergarten on colours day

Our little ones learn to associate
and identify colours of nature.
Here they are seen learning the
colour RED and GREEN

Fancy Dress Competition

Fancy dress competitions are an integral part of extracurricular
activities of our school where along with dressing up, confidence to
get on stage and speak in front of an audience is learnt.

Sishu utsav

Sishu utsav was held on Sept 8th at Chettinad Vidhyashram.
Our LKG children won the 3rd Place.

Yoga
Yoga is part of our school
curriculum for improving both
physical and mental health.
Yoga makes use of breathing
techniques exercises and meditation

We @ KRMM are very proud of Dhanush of Std I
who stood First in the Exam conducted by unified
council science olypiad foundation.

Drawing Competition
Drawing, a visual art is one of the most simplest and most
effective means of communicating visual ideas

KRMM children are encouraged to use any medium to be creative
and artistic.

Story telling Competition
Story telling helps children easily
remember as it connects information
to emotions.

Reading and writing Competition

Reading hours @ school
Regular reading triggers
the language acquisition
process in children.

Calligraphy

Our students as part of activity classes have been learning
calligraphy for many years now.

Independence day
Every community, every
caste, every linguistic group
must be allowed the freedom
to flourish prosper and
develop, yet they must be
woven into one India, a
Unified India.
With this as a theme KRMM children debated and participated in a
programme on Independence day.

This is what a few of our alumini had to say about KRMM.
Varun Thirumalai (2008),

Social Media Manager, KRDS-Singapore

"Communication and creativity forms the core of my professional life. I'm often
questioned by clients /senior colleagues about my language skills and creative
thought process that keeps evolving with the changing needs of businesses. These
interrogations are usually about the books I read and the sources I follow, for being
consistent with the influx of ideas. To their delight and dismay, my response
always credits my school (KRMM) for creating a perennial reservoir that flourishes
with a penchant for English and a mindset to ideate tirelessly."
Regards,
Varun Thirumalai
My knowledge-filled
journey in KRMM was not just
bookish, but a platform that
gave me infinite opportunities
to showcase my talents whilst
simultaneously building a
more confident personality.
The rich lessons I'd learnt
throughout helped me perform
my best in all competitive and final examinations.
With a strong root as such, thanks to my principal &
teachers, I'm looking forward to face life's
upcoming challenges with shining positivity and
confidence.
- A. Saradha Devi

Dear KRMM,
In life, we should have
beautiful memories and
wonderful career. KRMM gave
me both with the faculty's love
and support.
Regards,
Kishore D S
(Actor)
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K Arun Chidambaram B.tech, MBA(2005 passed
out)
AGRI AND AQUA CULTURIST
DEALER -INDIAN OIL CORPN LTD
BHARAT PETROLEUM CORPN LTD
KRMM had moulded me as a person with high self
confidence ,,Teachers were kind enough to bring
out the good qualities in us
Thanks
KRMM

Dr. Raviteja Vuyyuru, MBBS, MD (General Medicine). I owe a lot to
KRMM school which laid stepping stones in my school career. I have studied
from 4th to 12th in KRMM and school helped me to participate in many
extracurricular activities apart from academics. Good teachers, excellent
coaching and right guidance from KRMM helped me to achieve academic
excellence in many areas.

Dr. Manovihari Vuyyuru, MBBS, MD
(Paediatrics). I cherish my good moments with my
school KRMM. I learnt a lot from my teachers,
Principal who have guided me well right from 5th
STD till 12th STD, which even help to pursue
advanced studies in Medicine. Discipline and
hardwork are the hallmarks of my school.

Everyone's school days have the
memories they can cherish and treasure for
life.Mine has been very special too. I'm
currently the business head of my own firm
“artboard” and I'mProud and thankful to my
school and teachers for shaping me into the
person I am today.
-Samudra Roy

I call it heaven becoz i found all gods in here..i call my
teachers god becoz they created me as who i am now.. my
knowledge, character, career and everything is given to me
My school has taught me how to face the society...
FUTURE DOC (DENTIST) - VIDYA.V
RAGAS DENTAL COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL

This is Dhwani, alumna of KRMM, passed out in the year
2014.
It is heartwarming to note that the school with which I
grew up has completed eighteen glorious years in the noble
field of imparting values and knowledge. Lucky as I was, I
spent most of my schooling in KRMM - from III Standard as a 7
year old till XII Standard in 2014. As student of Ayurveda, I often feel fortunate to
have received my schooling from KRMM, for I realise now that a lot of
experiences from school are helpful in unimaginable ways. As a medical
student, whenever I am put in a situation of talking one-to-one with a child of
autism or problems of such sort, I spontaneously recall the time I spent in small
breaks between classes with the few precious little kids in KRMM who were
specially abled, the experience of which has certainly enabled me to interact
better with such patients today, in comparison to some of my classmates in
college who initially felt so uncomfortable that they visibly let out their
discomposure through facial expressions. Most of the texts I study today in my
field are written in Sanskrit, for which too, I believe, I initially had a better edge
because of some background knowledge given by KRMM. In my college life,
I've been fortunate enough to have received several awards for my oratory and
writing skills, the base for which undoubtedly comes from the training given in
KRMM. Even as school kids, we were given the freedom of conceptualising our
innovation by independently organising programmes or conducting student
activities, which has indeed gone a great deal in developing organisation skills
which continue to help in college. The various extra activities in school such as
those of YI (Young Indians) and DFC (Design For Change) greatly refined my
thinking - I became socially conscious and improved my interpersonal skills,
because of which, I'm sure there will be a spark lit somewhere in my career, as a
doctor and teacher of Ayurveda. Indeed, KRMM blends creativity and literacy,
and I believe I'm one of the students who has been given the wings of innovation
- by KRMM.
Thank you for having me as a part of this beautiful event of our school!
Yours sincerely,
Dhwani

My school days are unforgettable and in fact those are the happiest days in my
life. To me KRMM is much more than a school. It has not only helped me
academically, but truly helped me understand myself and my capabilities.
My School provided various opportunities to students and one such thing was
the German exchange programme. I am grateful that i was a part of it. These
experience have enriched me to perform well in my endeavors. Reading
thought for the day in school assembly has helped me to perform well as
master of ceremonies in the functions of National cadet corps in the presence of
important dignitaries from the Army. The guidance from my teachers and my principal are helpful
for me in my daily walk of life and am thankful to them. My school days were wonderful and I
cherish them.
Regards
A. Nithya

School days are the phase of life which one would long to go back again and
re-live the moments. Schools have always given us the opportunity to be truly
ourselves regardless the mischievousness we make. KRMM is one of a kind
which has helped me explore my strengths and abilities, for which I will be
always thankful to. I don't think any other school would understand a
student's situation better and help them come up in studies as well as life, like
KRMM would do. It was a blessing to have such great teachers guide us
through everything that we came across and I always feel those were the best
days of my life. I take pride in saying that I am a KRMM alumna.
Kind regards,
Anisha K

Krmm changed everything in my life.....It gave me a fresh start to life.....this
wonderful place gave me the motivation to do great things in life.....Krmm
will always be responsible for my success in life.....I will always be grateful to
this school and all of the teachers.
Kind regards,
Rishab

6 Years I spent @ KRMM. I got attached to all my teachers especially Principal
mam. She used to scold me but also supported me…my best years were the
10th 11th and 12th.. where all teachers together gave opportunity to own
responsibility… I will always be grateful to them- because they made me a
strong and bold women to face the world. A small campus with loads of
happiness – that's KRMM. Don't waste ur time @ KRMM and start living and
enjoying every moment there guys.

I entered KRMM with lots of dreams. Though I was introvert, my
teachers recognised my abilities and helped me to develop my skills. KRMM
is only place which made me realise that academics along with
extracurricular activities, sports, qualities likes discipline, obedience,
punctuality, determination, perseverance is essential to lead a better life. My
teachers guided me to achieve my dreams and nutured me to face the
challenges of this ever changing world. KRMM will always hold a special
place in my heart as it educated me with life lessons. All that I am today, I owe
to my school. schooling was the best part of my life and I still wish to re-live those days.

Regards
K. Mothirajathi

The beautiful journey started at my 6th standard when I joined this little
heaven on the earth (KRMM). It was such a wonderful experience throughout
all these years .The whole school is like a big family .We studied and enjoyed
to the fullest.. Schooling is the best part in my life and I miss my heaven badly,
where I spent 7years of laughter friendship jealous ,where my teachers taught
me discipline respect and knowledge of life..I thank my principal ma'am and
all my teachers for building me as desired student .
Thank you

Manisha M
The first bell rings,
Thats when we open our wings.
To fly higher and high, in the hope to reach the sky.
It was the place we cry to go,
And has become one we cry to leave
And a literal heaven on earth
That taught me the life's worth! KRMM - a wonderful place to be

Meena Aunty's Birthday Celebration
Our dearest Meena Aunty's birthday was celebrated on Sept. 24th
2018.

Both Meena Aunty and our little ones enjoyed the time spent together.

"Ban plastics" Go Green:
Our little ones of std 1 performed a wonderful skit with the
message to "Ban Plastics" and "Go Green"

Christmas celebrations @ KRMM
Christmas was celebrated @ KRMM on Dec 21st 2018 with the
spirit and joy this festival brings to everyone around the world.

Sports day was celebrated on Aug 3rd 2018, Overall championship
shield was won by students of Emerald house and the runners up were
Sapphire house students

